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CALIFORNIA
NURSERY
SPECIALTIES
W HOL ESA LE IS U NG L A MOROU S BU T O PENS U P ENT I RELY N EW REV EN U E
ST REA M S – AS SHOW N BY T H IS PL A NT A N D SU CCU L EN T B U SI N ESS.

In the Reseda neighborhood of Los Angeles, there are low-slung
homes, gas stations and non-descript strip mall shops – the usual kind
of suburbanism found across the city. But along Saticoy Street, a wood and
mesh fence, some rusty metal dinosaurs, giant yuccas and proliferating
cacti limbs alert people walking past to something less expected: California
Nursery Specialties Cactus Ranch. Better known locally simply as the
Cactus Ranch, the locals say it's the city's best-kept horticultural secret.
‘There are probably more than a million species in here. I can't
be sure because I've lost count,’ says founder David Bernstein, a tall, often
khaki-clad, gentleman in his 60s. ‘They're all succulents [plants with
thick fleshy tissues adapted to water storage], though, every last one.’
Just beyond the front gate of his enormous, sprawling three-acre nursery
stands a cluster of cacti. The cacti tower overhead, while the heavier,
gnarlier species grow sideways, spilling in all directions. Further beyond
them, there's a series of greenhouses where hundreds, if not thousands,
of pallets of mini plants create a patchwork of greens, yellows, pinks,
purples and reds. Here, succulents bloom, traffic noise is non-existent and
the only hum is from appreciative pollinators. The Cactus Ranch has
everything from common little red cap cacti to the rare blue brain variety,
and price points are equally varied – from a few dollars to a few thousand.
During the week, the ranch operates as a wholesale business, mainly
selling to nurseries and landscape companies. ‘I need the week to tend,
to grow stock, take inventory,’ David says, as he takes a seat on a pallet
near a cluster of amusing-looking Peruvian old man cacti.
‘I'm not fixated on arranging everything perfectly as you find in a trendy
plant store. It's pretty rustic here because it's a wholesale first.’ David says
the ‘fun and games’ at Cactus Ranch are saved for the weekends. Only then,
he says, does he open his doors to the public. But David isn't interested
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in making a buck on Saturdays and Sundays. ‘I make all the money I
need during the week,’ he says. Instead, his interests are more communal.
‘The weekend, for me, has to do with how much pleasure I can give
to my community,’ he says. ‘I invite people to come here to get away from
all the modern noise, to get pleasure from the plants. For two days, we're
horticultural therapists.’
The move to open to the public came about because, David explains,
he's concerned for a society that has become detached from nature and
is, instead, obsessed with screens and technology, and spending more time
indoors than out. He enjoys seeing kids who ‘just light up at everything
– the colors and textures’ when they're here and away from devices.
In recent years, David has noticed an uptick in weekend traffic and
he puts it down to the desire to heal from collective trauma. ‘People
came here a lot during the pandemic just to escape,’ he says.
Still, while some come on the weekends just to browse, others drop
serious cash. A boom in the popularity of houseplants in recent years,
especially among millennials, has not gone unnoticed. Another factor is
California's increasingly dry climate, making people appreciate hardy,
drought-resistant native flora. ‘But, as nice as it is, I don't measure the
success of the weekends in dollars. It's about how good people feel after
being here.’
Cactus Ranch has its origins in the seventies. A high-school project
to cultivate houseplants inspired David's green thumbs. After graduating,
he acquired a small plot of land where the ranch is today. In the decades
since, he has snapped up neighboring properties as they become available,
and has continued to grow succulents on every available patch of soil.
Alongside tending to the ranch, he has decided to lead a life dominated
by pursuing what brings him joy: he earned a horticulture degree,
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A series of ‘desert galleries’ display myriad
colorful succulents for sale at Cactus Ranch.
David Bernstein (previous spread) presides
over the ranch. More than 100,000 cacti
and other succulents thrive in the gardens
and greenhouses he has built here over
the course of several decades.

learned to fly planes, married, divorced,
partnered up again, and has recently become
LA's resident fairground Dutch barrel organ
player (yes, really). ‘My goals have always been
different, I guess,’ David says. ‘I'm not moneydriven. I live simply, I like the outdoors and
following my interests.’
His nursery, much like him, seems to have
come from a different era. There's the blend
of vintage paraphernalia peppered throughout
the place (note the fifties vending machine
dispensing orange- and pineapple-flavored
‘cactus cooler’). And then there's David's
old-school ways. He doesn't accept card
payments (cash or check only), he takes
care of the bookkeeping himself and, if you
want to speak to someone at the ranch,
he'll answer you on his flip phone.
It was only relatively recently he invested
in a website for the business. ‘Apparently,
it's had millions of hits,’ he says, sounding
surprised. ‘Before, I was just getting business
through word of mouth.’
David is usually at the ranch seven days
a week, tending to his plants, keeping busy
with his clients or welcoming the public on
weekends. Now, as he gets older, he is shoring
up the ranch's future by entrusting it to the
Nature Conservancy (a global environmental
non-profit), meaning any future money from
its sale will go to species conservation projects
across the world. A fitting move. But, for now,
he and his business aren't going anywhere.
‘Lucky for me, I think this work keeps
you young,’ David says, pointing to rows
of succulents. ‘I'm endlessly fascinated by them.’
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‘My goals have
always been
different,
I guess. I'm not
money-driven.
I live simply, I like
the outdoors
and following
my interests.’’
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All nursery plants are propagated from
seed, cuttings, division or grafting. With
the exception of a very few that have been
legally rescued, none are collected in the
wild to avoid disturbing the ecosystem.
Cactus Ranch can refer contractors for
commercial or residential landscapes
resembling the grasslands of Argentina,
the mountains of Peru, the deserts of
South Africa or the valleys of Mexico.

DIG DEEPER
California Nursery Specialties
isn't easy to contact – its founder
still uses a flip phone, the website
is incredibly old-fashioned and
there's no social media (instead,
the shop relies on word of mouth
for marketing). Somehow the
formula works, but it's not for
everyone. For a breakdown of all
the different ways that you can
communicate with your audience,
check out page 260 over in The
customer experience section.
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